To: Boer Jan Harm
Vancouver, Canada.
lamidonawa@gmail.com>

Dear Boer Jan, H.,
I am writing in respect of your writings on Christian, Muslims: Parameters for living
together, contribution to the healing of Nigeria’s religious relationships.
Yours writings are immense in volumes and copies have been sold all over, your
contribution to the healing of Nigeria religious relationships were not meticulous. There
are many issues that could not be substantiated and not based on statistical research and
therefore has mislead your readers and the Nigeria society to believe those positions
(your stands) which you have no data and statistics to back them up. The issue of greatest
concern is your inference on the Nigeria population of Christians and Muslims. You kept
on saying that the Nigeria Christian Population verses Muslims population is 50, - 50
each, that was not based on statistical data. You do not have any statistical data to show
that the Muslims population in Nigeria is 50% of the Nigeria population Visa Vise
Christian population. You did not conduct any research on the Nigerian population. The
50% each is a political propaganda of the Nigeria rulers based on Political answers. I
thought that you as a writer will base your writings on facts and substantiated positions,
but it was not, this way you mislead your readers and the Nigerian society to believing
your writings, which has no statistical bases, and created more concerns for the Christians
in Nigeria than resolving the issues of Christians – Muslims population in Nigeria. It is
your writings and others like you that mislead the world in believing that the Nigerian
Muslims is 50% of the Nigerian population which is misleading grossly.
It is because of these issues that a Bible Research Center is established to ascertain
correct positions. I don’t know how you intend to correct the impression you already
created to your readers and the general society. You can get back to us at the center for
corrective measure you desire to take, so that we can work together to ascertain facts
especially for publications and general societal use or consumption. Let us work together
for the benefit of the faith.
Thank you for anticipated co-operation in such matters.

Yours Sincerely,
Lamido R. Nawa
For: Bible Research Center, Autabalefi
Karu, Nasarawa State, Nigeria.

